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Superbrain
The Superbrain Quest is an accelerated learning curriculum designed to
activate your brain’s limitless potential. Join Mastermind Trainer Jim
Kwik on a 30-day adventure towards a bulletproof memory,
unshakeable focus, and superhuman productivity. Here, you’ll
experience life-changing elevations in your career and personal growth
as you shatter every inner limitation that has ever dared hold you back.

Names, facts, birthdays, anniversaries, shopping
lists, passwords – how much easier will your life be
when you’re recalling all this information at the snap
of a ﬁnger?
Use your Superbrain to connect better with people,
and amplify your personality and charisma both at
work and in your personal life.
Eliminate brain fog from your Superbrain, so you
can think smarter, decide faster, and focus better –
no matter how young or old you are.
Finish a book 3x faster (and remember every part of
it). Learn a new language in record time. Master any
new skill with ease. Become a better you in every
way.
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Banish inner resistance and self-sabotage from your
life, so you can eﬀortlessly adopt better habits. Eat
healthier. Exercise better. See a better you in the
mirror.

The Habit of Ferocity
If you’re passionate about personal transformation, it may sometimes
feel like your brain is your worst enemy. Take exercise for instance: is
working out really the hard part? Or is it pushing through the inner
resistance, just so you can show up at the gym? The reason your
well-meaning brain sabotages you is simple: whether it’s post-workout
exhaustion, or the eﬀort it takes to learn a new professional skill – it’s been
conditioned to shield you from pain, failure, and discomfort.

First, you’ll prime your mind for the deep
transformations to come. Plus, you’ll take a deep dive
into the ﬂow state, and how it applies to the habit of
ferocity.
When staying motivated is no longer a willpower
struggle, you’ll ﬁnd yourself getting more done, doing
better work, and perpetually looking forward to the
next challenge and opportunity.
Flow is a state of peak consciousness that greatly
ampliﬁes your focus, productivity, and mastery of any
given skill. Here you’ll learn how to master the ﬂow
state, and how to harness it as a component of
ferocity.
In a matter of days, you will retrain your neurology and
physiology to roll with the punches, and become
unstoppable even in the face of extreme adversity.
You’ll be surprised by what you’re able to achieve once
you’ve automated grit.
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Tie everything together in this wrap-up chapter that will
turn ferocity into an eﬀortless habit from here on out.

The Quest for Personal
Mastery
This quest is for everyone who wants to experience unheard of levels of
abundance, signiﬁcance and happiness, while having the practical
wisdom to weather any adversity they face along the way. Mindvalley has
helped you realize your potential and ﬁnd your purpose. Professor Srikumar
Rao is now inviting you to look inward to access the extreme resilience you
need to pursue your passions relentlessly and attract all the abundance you
desire- no matter what is happening around you.

You’ll have a toolbox of mindfulness techniques that
will help you escape the prison of disempowering
thoughts that once used to hold you back.
You will have the resolve to overcome obstacles, no
matter what is happening around you so you’re
always in the driver’s seat of your destiny.
You’ll discover the counter-intuitive way to attract all
the people, opportunities and luck you need so you
can invite outrageous abundance into your life…
without beating yourself up or being weighed down
by others expectations of you.
As you face the obstacles in life and surmount them;
you will ﬁnd yourself excited about life and conﬁdent
in your growing ability to meet every challenge you
face.
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Bake this “missing ingredient” into your morning
routine so you can access even deeper wells of
appreciation and gratitude.

Speak And Inspire
Your ability to communicate is arguably the single most important skill
in your life. Numerous studies show that people with strong communication
skills consistently enjoy greater income, higher self-esteem, stronger
relationships, and even better health. Are charismatic speakers, persuasion
experts, top sales people, empathic communicators, and master orators
really just born that way? Or did they simply discover how to access a power
that’s already inside each of us?

You’ll begin your Speak & Inspire journey by ﬁrst
taking a look inwards, connecting with your unique
communication gifts, and harnessing them to own
the power of your voice.
Lisa will give you a framework that will help you
identify every aspect of the people you want to
touch so you know how to connect with your
audience at a heart-level and inspire them to take
action.
Lisa trains you in a wide range of her most powerful
communication techniques for becoming a more
persuasive, charismatic, and engaging
communicator.
In the ﬁnal stretch of this Quest, you’ll learn how to
tie all the techniques you’ve learned together and
how to incorporate it into any talk, speech, or
presentation you give for massive impact. This
applies for both public speaking and non-public
speaking environments.
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Hero. Genius. Legend.
Over 80% of the world’s most extraordinary people — top athletes, billionaires,
and renowned leaders — all have one thing in common. They all formed the
habits to become who they are today. Backed by a leading edge study
published in the European Journal of Social Psychology, it takes an average 66
days to successfully form a habit. And the proof is in the research… Genius isn’t
born, it’s built. You can reconstruct yourself into who you want to be. Daily
repetition of habit is the scientiﬁc approach to enriching your life.

This program gives your brain clarity to map out where
you want to be and WHO you want to be, while providing
you with the actionable steps and the tools to get there.
As you progress, you’ll become more and more dedicated
to your personal growth. You will build the habit of
consistency to pursue and conquer your goals on a
massive scale.
While you install the insights, frameworks and daily
tactics to unleash peak productivity and focus, you’ll
ﬁnd yourself crafting quality work in far less time than
before.
You’ll be surprised by your growing capability to do the
extraordinary. You’ll have built habits that stick, because
you’ve trained yourself to automatically repeat these
habits over time.
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The day-by-day coaching you’re about to experience
in this Quest is scientiﬁcally designed to deliver a
copious amount of small victories that force your
brain to think diﬀerent and to let go of anxiety. You’ll
never need the outside world’s approval again.

Vishen Lakhiani is one of the most inﬂuential personalities in personal
growth today. A computer engineer and entrepreneur in education
technology, he is the founder and CEO of Mindvalley, a 200-person strong
company that specializes in learning experience design, creating digital
platforms and apps that power online academies in personal growth,
mindfulness, wellbeing, productivity and more. He is also a member of
the Transformational Leadership Council and sits on the Innovation
Board for XPRIZE Foundation.

Extraordinary By
Design
Discover how to step beyond the limitations and
boundaries which you thought were impenetrable,
and truly break free.
Discover why the current goal setting models are
usually ineﬀective, and go through an illuminating
exercise to help you see what YOU really want,
instead of getting sidetracked by the wants of
others around you.
Learn how to deﬁne YOUR success in tangible
terms, and set a deﬁnition of success tailored to
your life & experiences.
Become balanced in 12 distinct areas of life which
build upon each other to pave the path to
Extraordinary.

Set goals
that deﬁne
success in
your terms
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Super Reading
With all the information available today, our reading skills just won’t cut
it. And if you’re a true student of personal growth, you’re likely already
aware of the struggle to gain and retain new knowledge. If you want
to be able to learn more, process information faster, retain more
knowledge, and grow at a remarkable rate, you need to increase your
reading speed. Because once you enter the realm of speed reading,
you’ll unlock an accelerated level of personal growth and turn
learning into your superpower.

The Super Reading Quest opens your brain to its
natural capacity to work smarter, so you’re achieving
the same results with less eﬀort and less time.
The Super Reading Quest uses speed reading as one
of its main process, your brain is positioned to exact
laser-focus when you’re learning, so that you can
extract 100% of the information you’re consuming.
In the Super Reading Quest, you’re able to literally
stretch your brain’s capacity. Once this happens, your
mind starts to create and see more connections than
ever before, unfolding near-inﬁnite possibilities in
any area you focus on.
Jim has woven his memory methods into the Super
Reading Quest, so you don’t just become a faster
reader — you also retain optimal levels of
information.
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Once your brain is functioning at a higher capacity,
you’ll notice daily tasks becoming easier, solutions
unfold quicker to you, and you’ll seamlessly improve
your brain’s health so that it’s resistant to mental
fatigue and illnesses like Alzheimer’s.

The Longevity Blueprint
Longevity scientists have long been fascinated by speciﬁc regions around the
world known as the “Blue Zones”, which sees the highest proportion of
centenarians relative to their population size than any other community on
the planet. But these individuals aren’t just living long. They’re living well.
They’re thriving. They’re savoring life. They’re vibrant, robust and healthy, and
remain physically active well into their 70s, 80s, 90s and even into their 100s.
And most importantly, they’re happy and deeply fulﬁlled.

Every aspect of this Quest is designed around the
principle of Minimal Eﬀective Dose to give you
powerfully eﬀective practices to elevate your ﬁtness,
health, beauty, and longevity in the least amount of
time.
Combining powerful behavioral psychology and our
cutting-edge Quest learning platform, all of the
strategies you’ll learn will naturally become ingrained
into life-long habits that you’ll actually love and look
forward to.
While the techniques you’ll learn will take you no more
than a few minutes to do each day, they are not
“quick-ﬁxes” that create temporary change.
From the rapid biohacks, to the short exercise
routines, all the protocols have been validated by
science and adapted to allow anybody to beneﬁt from.
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This Quest is the single most aﬀordable and accessible
way to join these top performers, and elevate every
aspect of your wellbeing to the peak of your potential
and beyond.

Duality
Duality teaches you to use the energetic side of your dual body to
function better in this world. It leads to an increase in your spiritual
skills, higher levels of awareness and the ability to function more
eﬃciently in the world. This is how it feels when you learn to use your
energy body which our society has taught us to suppress for so long.

You’ll love the feeling of getting clear answers, which guide
you directly toward the life you’re supposed to be living.
Like electricity, it doesn’t matter if an engineer or a layman
switches it on. It will ﬂow and the bulb is going to light up.
Same thing with energy.
From manifesting a soulmate, to becoming happier, to
creating a life ﬁlled with wealth, love, and abundance…
working with your energy, you’ll discover how enjoyable it
can be to manifest the life of your dreams.
You’ll quickly let go of low energy states like depression, fear,
anxiety, and anguish… which constantly pull you back from
the life you want.
With the knowledge you’ll have, you’ll be able to get to where
you want in the fastest, enjoyable, and most eﬃcient way
imaginable.
This will help you to clear and balance your energy — in
literally minutes a day.
The more you work with your energy, the bigger your impact
will be on other people.
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Your focus and productivity will shoot up… you’ll feel
connected to Source Energy… and you’ll begin to instinctively
and eﬀortlessly bring your deepest dreams into reality.

The Mastery Of Sleep
Ask 99% of the people in the world, and they’ll likely tell you that the
secret to health is food and exercise. While they wouldn’t be wrong,
they would only be partially correct. There’s another pillar that is as
crucial to your wellbeing as food and exercise; sleep.

Discover why the “diet + exercise” paradigm is incomplete
and why sleep is the foundation for all your health goals.
Use this simple mental reframing technique to build more
empowering beliefs about sleep so you longer see sleep as a
source of endless frustration.
A powerful evening routine for maximizing your chances for
deep, rejuvenating sleep.
Most people think we need 8 hours of sleep a night – but the
truth is that your sleep requirements depend on your
biology. Discover your unique Chronotype so you know how
much sleep you really need.
Learn how to use your environment to trigger your senses
and your hormonal system for more consistent sleep.
Discover the best time to catch up on lost sleep so you can
quickly shake oﬀ any grogginess and lethargy.
Discover the foods you should incorporate into your meals
to prime your body for deep rest.
Sleep can feel like a premium when you’re a parent. Discover
key strategies for regular deep sleep even when you have an
infant child in your care.
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Awaken The Species
Are You on the Right Path in These Challenging Times? Perhaps you
have noticed the deep ideological divide humanity struggles with today.
Some of us build bridges to unite – while others erect barriers to divide.
Some of us choose love and compassion – while others hide behind fear
and hatred. Some of us strive to contribute and honor a higher purpose
– while others chase temporary and selﬁsh gratiﬁcation. If you’re reading
this, you already know which path is right for you.

The reason you don’t get what you want is because
you are not in alignment with your goals. Once you
make this shift, it becomes easy.
People who are awakened always do what works for
them. People who are unawakened persist in chasing
what they can’t ever attain.
In a world that is showing lack, you’ll discover the
balance between wanting and having.
When you hear people say problems are part of being
human, it’s not true. In fact, it’s a sign you aren’t
attuned spiritually.
When you understand the concept of unity, you’ll
unleash the power of the Divine within you.
You’ll come away with a new understanding of what
True Love is. You’ll understand how freedom and
understanding are the basis of True Love.
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The M Word
The M Word, A Meditation Framework For The Modern World That
is Fresh, Resourceful And Gives Remarkable Results. The M Word is
designed to supercharge your performance both personally and
professionally. Sort of like a powerful, but invisible scaﬀolding that
supports you as you climb higher and higher in your quest to expand
your potential and contribute back to the world.

You will certainly live life diﬀerently and enjoy life
a lot more.
The M Word doesn’t just help you get better at
meditation. It helps you get better at life.
As a Quest, one of the most important
component is the community. Here’s what you get
by participating in it.
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Uncompromised Life
Do you ever get the feeling you’re not earning and achieving at
your highest potential – but you don’t know exactly what’s holding
you back, or how to break through your barriers? The Unlimited
Abundance home training course takes you on a journey deep into your
subconscious mind – where you’ll uncover 24 possible ‘Abundance
Blocks’ silently sabotaging your prosperity and success in your personal
and professional life.

Jump start your journey into abundance with a
three step system to open your energy ﬁelds and
begin the clearing process.
Discover how to tune into the frequency of
abundance, and turn doubt into unshakeable
conﬁdence time and time again.
Overcome your subconscious attachment to your
comfort zone, so you can embrace change, and
reap the rewards of constant growth.
Avoid decisions that drain your abundance – and
instead enter your Growth Cycle, the optimal state
of being for prosperity.
Finally release the beliefs that cause the fear of
growth to entangle your mind, so you can embrace
growth and be better each day.
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Feng Shui for Life
The energy of your living and working spaces shape your life in
surprising ways – but until you consciously direct that ﬂow of energy to
your advantage, you may often ﬁnd yourself stuck or falling short,
even if you already practice other forms of personal growth. In the
Feng Shui for Life program, you’ll join Marie Diamond, one of the
world’s most sought-after Feng Shui masters, as she reveals simple,
practical, and aﬀordable steps for harnessing the positive energy from
around you.

Explore the origins of Feng Shui and discover what you
must know before it can begin impacting your life.
Follow Marie’s intuitive process for discovering your
Personal Energy Number.
Learn how to turn every room of your home into an
energetic magnet for the positive moods, emotions,
people, outcomes, and material items you want to
attract into your life.
Discover precise ways you can rearrange your living and
working spaces, and spark a quantum boost in your
career and ﬁnancial success.
Learn simple steps you can take to create living spaces
that promote the energy of healing and serenity.
Nurture an environment of love, empathy, and intimacy
for your spouse, children, parents, and the people you
love the most.
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Learn how you can harness Feng Shui to accelerate your
spiritual and personal growth, by opening your mind
and drawing in wisdom from around you.

Energy Medicine
Energy Medicine is a life-changing deep dive into your body’s natural
energetic systems. You’ll embark on a series of tutorials, exercises, and
powerful energetic experiences designed to improve your existing
energy healing practice – all in just eight short weeks. By the end of this
journey, you’ll know how to work with your unique energetic blueprint
to awaken physical and emotional healing, restore your vitality, eject
negative energy, and relieve pain.

Start sensing your body’s signals of ease and distress.
This allows you to make healthy choices for getting
back on track long before a crisis.
Understand the nature of your own energy in ways
that help you improve your health and vitality
Develop the energetic vibrancy, mental clarity and
emotional balance you need to set yourself up for an
extraordinary life.
Learn how to manage bodily stress and to function in
the world with greater joy, ease, and ﬂow.
Collect tools to select the food and clothing that is in
energetic harmony with you, and bring out the best in
yourself.
Understand how to work with other people’s energy
in a way that harmonizes and rejuvenates them.
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Experience greater spiritual expansion and growth
that adds a new sense of meaning and fulﬁllment to
your life.

The 6 Phase
Meditation
Based on the distillation of hundreds of personal growth books
and the latest scientiﬁc studies, this is a meditation process –
made simple. So simple, you only need 7 days to master it. Now
enjoying the scientiﬁc aspects of meditation and living your busy
lifestyle just go hand in hand.

[Day 1: Compassion] The Circle of Compassion
Technique followed by meditation.
[Day 2: Gratitude] The Gratitude Technique followed
by meditation
[Day 3: Forgiveness] Practicing forgiveness followed
by meditation.
[Day 4: Envisioning The Future] Learning the
envisioning technique followed by meditation.
[Day 5: Your Perfect Day] Learn the Perfect Day
Technique followed by meditation.
[Day 6: The Blessing] The Blessing Technique
followed by full 6 Phase Meditation./
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[Day 7: The Values Behind This Program] An
exploration of the Unity Value followed by the full 6
Phase Meditation track.

Imagine if you no longer had to struggle to reach your goals in life?
Instead – imagine the right goals that truly sing to your soul ﬁnding you?
Think about it this way: Does a rose seed need to discover that it will
grow into a rose? Or does it simply need to be put into a fertile
environment, so its intrinsic nature has the nourishment it needs grow,
blossom and express its natural beauty? You are in fact, no diﬀerent. The
Life Visioning Mastery Quest by Dr. Michael Beckwith is designed to help
you ascend through the 4 levels of spiritual awareness – each stage
sparking profound awakenings as you become more aligned with your
true essence.

Life Visioning
Mastery
No longer feel burdened to “motivate yourself” to achieve
anything because you will be pulled by a powerful desire to
create a reality that’s aligned with your soul’s calling.
Experience a deep sense of calm and certainty that you will
always be living your highest purpose.
Become so in tune with your soul’s calling that nothing can
sway you from living life on your terms.
Embrace the great understanding that comes through the
Visioning process, and create the ideal conditions for the
emergence of your unique gifts, talents, and skills.
Understand your true nature as a spiritual being and watch
your life unfold with more love, beauty and plentitude.
Discover advanced spiritual practices that will allow you to
accept ‘downloads’ from the Universe and the collective
consciousness where all knowledge originates.
Transcend the harmful ego, so you no longer see a
separation between you and the rest of the world.
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Learn how to manifest and open up exciting new
possibilities for more success, more love, and more growth.

Rapid Transformational
Hypnotherapy for Abundance
“What’s Really Holding Me Back?” Many people would assume they’re
just not working hard enough, or that they’re not lucky or smart
enough, or even that they’re too far gone. But that’s not the real reason
you’re not exactly where you want to be in life. The real reason is that
your mind has been programmed by society — the media, your
mentors, your friends, even your parents — to play the game of life in a
comfort zone that’s disconnected from your abundant potential.

This Quest reveals what’s really holding you back
from the wealth, health, and love you crave.
Mental scars can wreak havoc on various areas of
your life, long after they’re inﬂicted – and it often
takes an extraordinary amount of courage to get to
the root of these challenges.
Diving into your subconscious and reprogramming
who you are can be complicated – but Marisa’s
technique dramatically simpliﬁes and speeds up the
process for you.
Traditional therapy typically starts with what’s
bothering you in the moment – for instance
diﬃculty sleeping, or a bad break-up. But it can take
a long time to pinpoint why something is going on.
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This Quest is the single most aﬀordable and
accessible way to join these top performers, and
elevate your life with the power of Rapid
Transformational Hypnotherapy.

Money EQ
Your Money EQ is a reﬂection of your personal beliefs and thoughts about
money. Your emotions when you think of money. And how your
subconscious mind makes ﬁnancial decisions on autopilot. And even if
their conventional Money IQ is high. Ken has perfected a step-by-step
process anyone can follow to raise their Money EQ and permanently
elevate not only their ﬁnancial success, but their lives. It’s a process that
has already transformed countless people worldwide. And now for the ﬁrst
time ever, he’s brought that process to Mindvalley through the Money EQ
Quest.

Instead of feeling fear, stress, or negativity whenever
you think of money, you’ll start thinking of money as
your dear friend. This is the foundation of having what
Ken calls ‘Happy Money’.
Whether it’s a hurdle like crippling debt or low income,
you’ll gain the clarity, grit, and emotional strength to
ﬁnally reclaim your freedom and peace of mind.
Eﬀortlessly break free from money-sapping habits like
overspending and impulse buying, and even replace
them with new habits that put money into your pocket.
Instead you’ll enter a state of free-ﬂowing wealth,
where you’re in complete peace knowing that money
and opportunities will always be drawn to you.
Start exploring and achieving more in your career,
health, and relationships, once you’re no longer held
back by ﬁnancial constraints.
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Learn how to trust others with greater peace of mind,
and leverage people’s generosity, talents, and
resources to create win-win situations for everyone.

Be Extraordinary
Be Extraordinary will elevate your inner programming to a far higher
level – so you can rise above your limiting models of reality, and realize
your inﬁnite potential in any area of life. Unlike other one-size-ﬁts-all
programs, Be Extraordinary is about giving you the tools you need to
move from your current state, to where you want and need to be in life.
This framework is so powerful in delivering life-changing results, it
quickly earned the highest ever customer rating for a product on
Mindvalley.

One of the greatest challenges we all face is to ﬁnd
our mission. Be Extraordinary shares eye-opening
exercises for gaining the clarity and certainty to
honor your unique purpose.
Wake up every day eager to get started with your
work. There will be challenges, but when you’re
doing something you truly love, it’s all worth it.
Learn to operate from inspiration and achieve and
experience things beyond your wildest imagination.
Be Extraordinary shows you how to tap into your
intuition so that you can always stay true to your
purpose. You’ll ﬁnd yourself luckier, wiser, and
moving toward your vision faster than ever.
Pick up a powerful, scientiﬁcally validated technique
to liberate yourself and feel lighter and more free
than ever.
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Become more compassionate and get less
irritated. You’ll notice synchronicities and
coincidences that make you feel the universe is
on your side. You’ll feel limitless.

When you ﬁrst become a parent, you never just have ONE child. There’s
another child – desperately longing for the same love, care, encouragement,
respect and comfort that you already give your children standing in front of
you. That other child is you – your “Inner Child”. You sacriﬁce everything to give
your children a better childhood, education and life than you ever had growing
up. But have you neglected your own Inner Child in the process? And here’s the
greatest tragedy of it all: The neglect you show to your Inner Child will
eventually come full-circle. And your children will inherit your same
childhood insecurities, doubts and fears, which you’ve worked so hard to
shield them from.

Conscious Parenting
The 5 Pillars Of Conscious Parenting
From projection to pause – allow your child to express who
they truly are.
From expectation to empathetic engagement – see the world
from your child’s eyes in the present moment.
From judgment to compassion – accept your child for who
they are as an ever evolving being.
From reaction to feelings – allow yourself to observe and
fully experience your emotions.
From correction to connection – nurture the deep,
meaningful bonds you and your children crave.
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For days, months, or even years after the breakup. Your mind races over every.
little. Detail. Every conversation… every look… every memory. All you can ask
yourself is, “What happened? How did I not notice it?” You might ﬁnd yourself
wondering how you’re ever going to get yourself (and your children if you have
them) to the other side of this. In the face of big, tidal wave pain, you can
suddenly ﬁnd yourself out of control, saying all sorts of horrible things you
never thought you’d say, and doing all sorts of things you never thought you’d
do. All thanks to the painful ending between you and your ex. But let’s talk
about the real reason why…

Conscious
Uncoupling
Protect yourself from further harm. Learn to navigate your
breakup with dignity, honor and respect.
Resolve obsessive resentment and rage. Use one essential
tool to so you come to a place of true freedom and
completion within your heart.
Wake up to your worthiness to love and be loved. Even if the
person you love is not loving you back, you can still reclaim
and retain your self-worth through this 5-step process.
Come to a place of deep inner peace. Resolve your
unresolved grief, resentment, guilt, shame, anger or hurt.
Graduate from any painful, recurring relational patterns.
Discover how to turn your heartache into your strength.
Restore deep conﬁdence in yourself. Learn to trust yourself
in love and decisions again, knowing you will never, ever
again make the same mistakes.
Awaken your power for true happiness in love. Discover
authentic forgiveness for yourself and others so you can
enter your next relationship free of past relationship hurts.
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You’ll be guided through The Silva Method’s signature tools and training for
harnessing your mind’s altered states of consciousness. As you progress, you’ll
start channeling your inner powers in often-surprising ways. For instance, your
intuition and creativity will ﬂourish. Ingenious solutions and a-ha moments will
rush into your mind. You’ll even feel greater outpourings of conﬁdence and
love for yourself.
By the end of the program, you’ll have total mastery of your mind’s full scope of
abilities - and in turn, a clear path towards your fullest human potential.

The Silva
Ultramind System
Whether it’s multiplying your income, learning a new skill, or
healing yourself or a relationship - you now manifest your desires
with astonishing eﬃciency and less resistance.
Everyone notices your growth and exemplary performance at
work. You get more done in less time, intuitively solve bigger
problems, and collaborate more eﬀectively with your co-workers.
No matter what’s going on around you, you have an inner
sanctuary you can visit at any time to recharge, rebalance, and
reconnect with your inner stillness.
Your understanding of your unique purpose allows you to
perfectly align your life with it. Every choice you make and every
opportunity you take is in service of that mission.
Your constant connection to your true nature and purpose has
left with you an unbreakable conﬁdence in yourself - empowering
you to be the master and architect of your own life.
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The Everyday Bliss program is a system by Paul McKenna that conditions you
with a series of his signature NLP and hypnotherapy techniques - leaving you
immune to the eﬀects of stress, fear, and anxiety.
By following Paul’s simple steps, you’ll become far better equipped to deal with
any form of stress you encounter. And ultimately enjoy a better quality of life,
without compromising on your success or productivity.
The beauty of Paul’s process is that it reprograms you - on both a mental and
physiological level - to naturally process stress in a healthier, more productive
way. All without any willpower struggles or conscious behavioral change.

Everyday Bliss
Reprogram your mind and body for immunity from the
negative eﬀects of stress. Breeze through stressful situations
that used to weigh you down.
Get tools to vanquish any crippling fears or anxiety aﬀecting
your peace of mind. You’ll be free to grow, achieve, and
explore with conﬁdence & clarity.
Replace self-doubt and negative programming with positive
thoughts, beliefs, and habits that shatter your limitations and
elevate your potential.
Discover how to stay calm and productive even in the most
hectic scenarios. You’ll never again feel helpless or pressured
by the demands of your work or to-do list.

SOLVE PROBLEMS

DECREASE ANXIETY

BECOME STRESS FREE

This is a program for anyone looking to expand their reach, grow their network
and build an alliance of connections globally. Through the program, you gain a
remarkable framework anyone can use to nurture a personal network of
authentic and transformational relationships.
In today's world, whether it's about growing within your career, starting a
business or moving towards your goals -- you can't strike it alone. This program
is about learning how to build a powerful network of allies across all areas of
your life so you become unstoppable and move towards your goals and career
progression faster than you ever dreamed possible.

Authentic
Networking
Discover how to quickly identify and eﬀortlessly connect with
key individuals who’ll contribute to your growth and open
you to new opportunities. This isn't opportunistic, rather
you'll learn how to give value ﬁrst.
Tap into your network to unlock extraordinary career growth,
tackle bigger challenges, and boost your overall performance
and eﬀectiveness at work.
Learn how to be your most authentic, vulnerable, and
charismatic self - so you can deeply connect with anyone
regardless of social standing.
Great leaders are connected leaders. Discover how to apply
your network to lead, motivate, and empower the people
around you.

DEEPER CONNECTION

EXPAND INFLUENCE

BECOME BETTER LEADER

Most personal growth programs focus on just a handful of these dimensions:
typically career, wealth, health, and relationships. Lifebook takes you far deeper,
right down to the core of who you are, how you show up in the world, and how
you perceive reality. Through Lifebook, you’ll learn not only how to strengthen
each of these 12 dimensions – but you’ll also explore the vital and often
surprising interplays between each one. With your Lifebook, you’ll always know
what areas of life to focus on at any given time, and how to create extraordinary
success in each of them, without sacriﬁce or compromise.

Lifebook
Discover How well you’re really doing in the 12 key
areas of your life – like your career, ﬁnances, health,
relationships, and more.
Shape A crystal-clear vision of your ultimate success
in these 12 key areas of life.
Design An easy-to-follow action plan and strategies
for achieving that success in every area of life,
without sacriﬁcing anything in the process.
In just 6 weeks, Lifebook Online helps you shape
your Lifebook: a personalized game plan that
guides you towards extraordinary success in 12 key
areas of your life.

PURPOSE

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

LIFE GOALS

As you move through this process, you’ll notice
numerous deep shifts in your thoughts, beliefs, and
your overall quality of life. For instance, many
Lifebook students report experiencing: A deeper
understanding of the Self, A clearer sense of
purpose and Heightened conﬁdence and
self-esteem

WildFit
If You’re Constantly Struggling With Your Weight & Health, You’re Not Alone…
Maybe you feel ‘stuck’ in your current body, no matter how much you diet or
work out… Maybe you feel your self-love and self-conﬁdence taking a constant
beating as a result… And Maybe you constantly give into unhealthy food
cravings, instead of choosing what’s good for you… If any of these describe
you, know that your struggle ends here. Not through yet another crash diet or
gruelling ﬁtness plan… But with WildFit a groundbreaking health methodology
that rapidly and permanently reshapes your health and body into their optimal
state. Just as nature intended.

Enjoy a Guaranteed Breakthrough In Your Health
and Fitness Levels Within 90 Days Without Fad
Dieting, Exercise or Massive Change in Lifestyle
Simply By Changing Your Relationship With Food
Wake Up Rejuvenated: When your energy is
balanced, you calm your nervous and hormonal
systems for better sleep cycles.
Enhance Your Mental Performance
Help your brain perform at its peak all the time.
Many students realize they’re able to think faster,
be more productive, and have a better memory.
Achieve Your TRUE Weight With Wildﬁt, healthy
weight change is inevitable. Allow your body to go
back to its natural, most optimized state.

HEALTH

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

NUTRITION

Boost Your Conﬁdence: WildFit will not only return
you to your optimal shape, but also help you realize
just how much control you have over your body
and your life. You’ll never avoid mirrors again.

